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UN expert urges action over rising food prices

by Simon Bradley, swissinfo.ch

Surging global food prices and volatility can largely be explained by market speculators, the United Nations expert on the right to food told swissinfo.ch.

Olivier de Schutter said it was too early to say whether recent price hikes signalled a world food crisis similar to that of 2008. But faster action was needed to curb price volatility and tackle related phenomena like land-grabbing.

Deadly riots over food prices hit Mozambique recently, and experts at a special UN Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) meeting in September said unexpected price hikes "were a major threat to food security". It issued a report showing that international wheat prices had soared 60-80 per cent since July while maize spiked about 40 per cent.

As a result of food price rises, countries from the Middle East, China and elsewhere are investing heavily in farmland in places like Africa to secure supplies. According to the World Bank, 45 million hectares were negotiated in 2009 – up from four million between 2006-2008.

swissinfo.ch: Are we on the brink of another food price crisis?

Olivier de Schutter: It's too early to say. The price increases are very worrying and will be especially harmful for poor food importing countries which have developed an increased dependency on the international markets over the past 15 years.

What is paradoxical is that since 2008, food stocks have been replenished and the 2010 harvests are historically among the best ever, despite the fires in Russia, droughts in Ukraine and floods in Pakistan.

Prices of wheat, maize and rice have increased very significantly over the past few months but this is not linked to low stock levels or harvests, but rather to traders reacting to information and speculating on the markets.

swissinfo.ch: What kinds of speculative investors are you talking about?

O.d.S.: There is speculation by financial investors on markets for derivatives who buy in advance the right to buy or sell at pre-defined prices and who may be tempted to speculate on price increases by buying in advance lots of options, sending a signal to market operators that the prices are expected to continue to increase. This then becomes a self-fulfilling prophesy.

A second type of speculation, which may be the result of the first, is hoarding. This can spiral out of control as a bubble is created on derivatives markets and traders on the physical markets react to this bubble which they see as a signal that prices will continue to increase. This is the perfect storm we saw in spring 2008 which may be repeating itself – I hope not, but I fear it might be.

Over the past ten years the derivatives markets have become completely impossible to read and are not useful as a hedge against risk or as a price discovery mechanism.

They have been distorted by the arrival of very large financial investors who are not interested in stock levels or supply and demand curves but simply choose to invest in agricultural commodities as a portfolio decision like they do with petrol or minerals.

swissinfo.ch: What should be done to curb food price volatility?

O.d.S.: Speculators thrive on uncertainty, so the first thing to do is to provide more transparency and information about existing stocks. If countries could agree to share information on the stock levels they hold – many states have strategic reserves – that would be a disincentive for speculators.

Another option is to limit the number of positions any one financial investor can hold on any particular commodity.

Another is to ensure greater visibility of operations on the derivatives markets. In the European Union 92 per cent of derivative exchanges are completely non-transparent and are not possible to regulate. The European Commission intends to change this. I think we are moving in the right direction but it could be faster.

"The perfect storm we saw in spring 2008 may be repeating itself."

Olivier de Schutter
swissinfo.ch: How concerned are you by land-grabbing?
O.d.S.: I'm very concerned, as this is occurring in addition to the fact that available farmland is shrinking due to land degradation and urban and industrial development.

Giving away land to investors for large-scale plantations which create little employment and don't contribute significantly to local food security is extremely problematic.

swissinfo.ch: Switzerland is among the states and organisations supporting codes of conduct to regulate contracts between foreign investors and host countries. Are they the solution?
O.d.S.: It's a very paradoxical situation, as what comes closest to a code of conduct are the seven principles for "responsible agricultural investment" recently presented by the World Bank and UN agencies.

But these are contested on very different grounds. On the one side countries like China, the Gulf States and South Korea, which buy land abroad to achieve food security at home, or the target countries, especially in sub-Saharan Africa, say the principles were adopted without consultation and don't want a top-down imposition.

But NGOs and farming organisations say they will legitimise what is in principle unacceptable – land going to rich investors instead of poor farmers.

I never thought it was a good idea to endorse the World Bank proposal, nor can we just ignore the phenomenon; we need to do something. I recently advocated discussing land deals within the UN Committee on World Food Security, which is a far more inclusive body.

Agricultural investment should not be seen simply as the development of large-scale plantations but primarily as investment in things like storage facilities, communication routes and building farming cooperatives.

If we really invest in small-scale farming, I believe it can have a tremendously positive impact on incomes and rural development and can slow migration to the cities.

Simon Bradley, swissinfo.ch
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OLIVIER DE SCHUTTER
Olivier de Schutter has been the UN Special Rapporteur on the right to food since May 2008.

He is a professor at the Catholic University of Louvain and at the College of Europe. He is also a member of the Global Law School Faculty at New York University and is visiting professor at Columbia University.

He studied law at Harvard University and completed his doctorate at the University of Louvain.

SWISS POSITION ON CODES OF CONDUCT
The Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC) has been active over the past two years trying to improve global regulatory mechanisms governing land and natural resources (water, biodiversity, etc).

Switzerland supports a transparent NGO review of "responsible agricultural investment" to comply with existing human rights laws and rights of those affected by land deals.

It is also involved in developing voluntary guidelines aimed primarily at states. Via the SDC it has provided political and financial support for "Voluntary Guidelines on the Responsible Governance of Tenure of Land and Other Natural Resources" that will be discussed in the coming months by the UN Committee on World Food Security. Switzerland supports in particular issues related to agricultural investment.

SWISS COMMODITIES INDUSTRY
Switzerland has long been a global centre in the commodities trading world thanks to its central European location, strong banking tradition and stable political and economic system.

The flow of cotton and coffee has passed through Swiss borders for hundreds of years while the oil booms in the Middle East and Russia increased Switzerland's importance. But recent changes to the commodities industry, using ever more complex financial instruments to trade and speculate, has led to an explosion of activity in Zug, and most importantly, Geneva.

With 6,000 jobs in the Geneva area alone – and more at the Zug giants such as Glencore – Switzerland is viewed as a major global commodities player, alongside such names as London and Singapore.

Several multinational heavyweight companies now have a major presence in Switzerland. Glencore, Vitol, Cargill, Trafigura, Guvnor and Mercuria are just some of the well-established big names, generating billions of dollars in profits between them last year. The global giants are supplemented by a profusion of smaller boutiques in the Geneva region that specialise in niche services and trading.
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